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a 4 hour buff is given to the adventurer who ranks 1st in contributing to their guild's conquest war victory. during the conquest war, the buff will be active until the next maintenance. balenos and serendia conquest wars will undergo a period of reorganization. - after reorganization, they'll be
revamped in a different way. hence, during this period, conquest wars will only be held in calpheon, mediah, and valencia territories. - accordingly, all conquered territory information will be reset following the august 4, 2021 (wed) maintenance. * the destroy command post category refers to
destroying conquest war fort/command post/field hq. the adventurer who ranks 1st in contributing to their guild's conquest war victory will receive the following buff item upon receiving their reward: - conquest war victory contribution 1st place reward: battlefield glory (hp +500 for 4 hrs) - this
item will expire 24 hours from the time it was obtained and it cannot be used after it expires. balenos and serendia conquest wars will undergo a period of reorganization. - after reorganization, they'll be revamped in a different way. hence, during this period, conquest wars will only be held in
calpheon, mediah, and valencia territories. - accordingly, all conquered territory information will be reset following the august 4, 2021 (wed) maintenance. originally a musketeer, william kidd became a leading figure in the infamous corsair fleet. with his long hair, black coat and unusual pale skin
he was a far cry from the typical englishmen who made up most of this fleet. kidd would often be accompanied by his crew of pirates, known as the black dogs, who would attack vessels in the mediterranean. during his first attack, kidd stole a spanish treasure galleon. the following year, he was
captured by the royal navy after another galleon was stolen, but he escaped and continued pirating until his capture, conviction and execution in 1701. the most famous pirate of his time, pirate queen anne bonny, would later join with her lover, the pirate calico jack rackam, to form the most
famous of all pirate crews, blackbeard's flying gang. together they would plunder the spanish main for years, attacking hundreds of ships and killing anyone who got in their way.
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the black plague had a major impact on europe in the fourteenth century, but it was not an unstoppable, all-powerful monster. it was a disease of rats, which were a permanent part of european urban life, and it spread as people lived in close proximity. there were three major waves of the plague,
and each caused millions of deaths. in the fifteenth century, the plague had largely disappeared from western europe, but in the sixteenth century, it would spread to the rest of europe, particularly in germany. in addition to regular epidemics of this disease, there were many more localized
outbreaks which killed many more people. the sea of thieves has seen a lot of action in the last few weeks. while some of the action has been good for adventurers, some of it has not been good for adventurers. this patch focuses on making sure the first season of the great expedition goes
smoothly for everyone and making sure a handful of issues are resolved before the end of the first season. the dev chat in the forums is now open and ready to discuss the new patch and answer any questions you may have. players should also be able to see all of the fixes in the game and

changes made in the patch. sailors are gathered at the taverns and inns of velia and port epheria, looking for captains to head out to the great open seas. on the islands, papu and otter barterers are in position, competing against each other for resources and the attention of bartering
adventurers. people adrift in the margoria sea, each with their own tales and sunken treasures are all looking to passing boats for rescue. the island of oquillas eye has also made news recently as unfamiliar tidal currents are spewing from the island, displacing the great ocean creatures into

unfamiliar territories. welcome to the great expedition. 5ec8ef588b
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